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Abstract—Due to the limited battery capacity of mobile devices, various CPU power governors and dynamic frequency
adjustment schemes have been proposed to reduce CPU energy
consumption. However, most such schemes are app-oblivious,
ignoring an important fact that real-world applications often
exhibit multiple execution phases that perform different functionality and may request different amounts of hardware resources.
Having a unified app-level frequency setting for different phases
of an application may not be energy efficient enough and may
even violate the desirable latency performance required by
certain phases. Motivated by this observation, in this paper, we
present PIFA, which is an intelligent Phase Identification and
Frequency Adjustment framework for energy-efficient and timesensitive mobile computing. PIFA addresses two major challenges
of fully automatically identifying different execution phases of
an application and efficiently integrating the phase identification results for runtime frequency adjustment. We have fully
implemented PIFA on the Android platform. An extensive set of
experiments using real-world Android applications from multiple
app categories demonstrate that PIFA achieves closely better
performance than the desired latency requirement specified for
each phase, while dramatically reducing energy consumption
(e.g., >30% energy reduction for most apps) and incurring rather
small runtime overhead (e.g., <5% overhead for most apps).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Due to the limited battery capacity of time-sensitive mobile
devices, energy optimization has been an important research
thesis for mobile computing. As reported by recent studies of
user activity, it is most effective to develop power optimization techniques focusing on the CPU and screen of mobile
devices [31]. Dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS) is a
key technique that reduces CPU energy consumption through
dynamically adjusting the supply voltage and operating frequency. We find out that the energy efficiency of most existing
DVFS schemes and CPU power governors developed for
mobile devices can be further improved, as such schemes
are app-oblivious and mainly focus on exploring the tradeoff
between raw performance and energy efficiency while ignoring
the following important facts.
First, the CPU processing capacity available on most today’s
mobile devices (e.g., smartphones) far exceeds the maximum
hardware requirements of many applications, which may cause
the latency performance of such applications not to improve after setting the CPU’s frequency above an applicationdependent threshold (see the motivational measurements-based
case studies in Sec. II). Moreover, real-world applications
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often exhibit multiple execution phases (e.g., a game application often has two phases: a menu operation phase and an
actual gaming phase). Applications in different phases perform
different functionality, request different amount of hardware
resources, and even have different latency performance metrics
(e.g., response times for menu operations and frame-persecond (FPS) for actual gaming). Thus, defining a unified
and app-oblivious DVFS setting for multi-phase applications
is clearly not energy efficient enough and may even violate
the desired latency performance required by certain phases.
Furthermore, for most user-interactive applications such as
mobile games or video-based applications, the upper limit on
an application’s latency performance is often determined by
human perceptual abilities. Achieving better performance than
this upper limit by supplying the maximum CPU frequency is
unnecessary but results in greater energy consumption.
Motivated by these observations, this paper seeks to develop an application-stateful power management framework
for mobile computing, with the goal of identifying the ideal
core frequency setting for running an application that yields
the most desirable performance while significantly reducing energy consumption. We present PIFA—an intelligent
Phase Identification and Frequency Adjustment framework
for time-sensitive mobile computing. There are two major
challenges addressed by PIFA: (a) how do we automatically
and accurately identify the execution phases, and (b) how
can we efficiently integrate the phase identification results
for frequency adjustment. To address challenge (a), recent
studies find that applications usually request similar amount
of hardware resources within the same phase, and different
amounts of hardware resources in different phases [21], which
can be precisely captured by clustering analysis [16], [18].
However, such knowledge discovery process requires a certain
amount of data and is too expensive to include in runtime
decision making (i.e., challenge (b)).
To address these challenges, PIFA employs a synergy approach that combines offline analysis and online analysis:
(1) offline analysis is used to perform expensive analysis
(clustering analysis for phase identification) and the results are
summarized as a classification model (a phase classifier) that
can be repetitively and efficiently applied in future analysis;
(2) online analysis is used to perform light-weight decision
making according to the monitored resource usage information
on CPUs, GPUs and memories and adjust CPU frequency
accordingly; (3) the intelligence of the online analysis is

enabled by leveraging the classification model obtained from
the offline analysis. Such synergy of offline and online analysis
not only achieves high accuracy in identifying phases, but also
greatly reduces the runtime overhead on decision makings.
With the phase identification, PIFA can then adjust the
voltage and frequency of the core on which an application
is scheduled to run according to the “sweet frequency” setting
that can achieve the desired performance of the corresponding
phase. PIFA defines the sweet frequency for each phase
of an application by exploiting two facts discussed above,
which uses the maximum of the following two values: (i)
the frequency threshold, where further increasing frequency
above this threshold does not further increase performance
(or increases performance in a negligible manner), and (ii)
the frequency value that achieves the upper limit of the
performance due to human perception limits (if any).
We have implemented PIFA on the Android platform. PIFA
is fully automated and thus it is practical and scalable to a
large number of real-world Android apps.1 Specifically, in
offline analysis, we leverage DroidWalker [22] to automatically generate the events for identifying different phases of an
app. DroidWalker is a systematic app-exploration tool that is
shown to achieve comparable or even better performance in
exposing various behaviors in Android apps than the state-ofthe-art app-exploration tools [12]. The clustering analysis is
then applied on the collected resource utilization data, where
data points within a cluster form a phase, and a subsequent
analysis based on the identified phases is used to train a phase
classifier.
The output of offline analysis for an app is a small model file
(usually 30-50 KB) that can be embedded in the app. The online analysis leverages this model file to perform applicationstateful power management, incurring rather small runtime
overhead. Due to this automatic process of phase identification
and the light-weight runtime analysis, our implementation can
easily scale w.r.t. the number of apps. Since DroidWalker
can replay events on apps across different device models,
the offline analysis can be applied to train phase classifiers
for a series of different device models. Each phase classifier
will be leveraged in the online analysis on the corresponding
model. As DroidWalker can replay the generated test cases
in other devices, this process can be fully automated in other
devices before app installation, i.e., enabling auto tuning. This
is also the fundamental reason why our design of PIFA features
portability and auto-adaptation for a wider range of mobile
devices. To the best of our knowledge, no prior works on either
DVFS or clustering provides such a synergistic, automated,
and scalable solution.
We have conducted an extensive set of experiments using
18 real-world Android apps, where 13 apps are downloaded
from official Google Play (e.g., Angry Birds and WeChat)
and 5 apps are obtained from open-source app market (e.g.,
F-Droid [2]), which belong to three common categories: UI
apps that often desire real-time performance, game apps and
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video apps that desire certain FPS performance. The evaluation results show that PIFA is rather effective in reducing
energy consumption (e.g., >30% energy reduction for most
apps) while maintaining desired latency performance level
in each phase of an application execution, particularly for
more resource-demanding apps (e.g., game and video apps).
The overhead incurred by PIFA is reasonably small under all
scenarios (e.g., <5% overhead for most apps), which does not
offset the energy saved by PIFA. Moreover, the phase management component is proved to be the key for PIFA to reduce
energy consumption while achieving desirable performance,
as defining a unified sweet frequency for all phases of an
application either yields more energy consumption or violates
the desirable latency performance required by certain phases.
II. M OTIVATION AND BACKGROUND
To motivate our design philosophy behind PIFA, we perform
a set of measurement-based case studies using three popular Android apps that represent three common categories of
mobile apps: the “Candy Crush” app representing game apps
where the performance metric is FPS, the “VideoJohn” app
representing video apps where the performance metric is also
FPS, and the “Scale View” app representing UI apps where
the performance metric is timing (i.e., response time). Through
these case studies, we seek to answer the following questions:
(i) is there an application-dependent frequency threshold?
(ii) whether setting the maximum CPU frequency will yield
high power consumption but performance is unnecessarily
higher than the desired performance either specified by system
designers or due to human perceptual ability limit? (iii) are
there multiple phases existing in an app that may require
dramatically different resources and have different criteria on
defining desired performance?
We perform the case studies on an Android smartphone
Nexus 5 equipped with a Qualcomm 4-core processor that
supports 14 different frequencies ranging from 0.3GHz to
2.26GHz. For each app, we measure the performance of
running each app for 3 minutes by using Monkey [5] to
automatically generate the events for exposing various behaviors of the app. Experiments are performed under various
CPU frequency settings, from the lowest frequency value
300 MHz to the maximum value 2.26GHz. We also use a
popular profiling tool Trepn [6] to monitor runtime resource
utilization information on CPU, GPU, and memory under a
fixed frequency setting of 2.26GHz.
The video app: “VideoJohn” is a video app that allows users
to play and edit videos. As seen in Fig. 1a, the resource
utilization on all three types of resources can be considered
to experience two observably different stages (relatively low
GPU resource utilization within [0, 130s] and high GPU
resource utilization during [130s, 220s]). According to the
incurred operations, these two stages reflect two execution
phases available in this app: a video editing phase yielding
low resource utilization and a video play phase yielding high
resource utilization. The performance metrics for these two
phases are also different: the editing phase (phase 0) is a UI
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Fig. 1: Measurements of VideoJohn
phase with the response time metric and the video play phase
(phase 1) is a video phase with the FPS metric.
Fig. 1b shows the measured performance and the desired
performance for these two phases under various frequency
settings. The desired performance for the editing (video play)
phase is set to be 100 ms (24 FPS) due to human perceptual
ability limit [24] (the app specification given by the developer).
For the video play phase, most of the frequency settings
(i.e., those above 0.65 GHz) can yield closely the same
performance as the desired performance of 24 FPS. This
is because most today’s Android smartphones have specific
hardware for frame-decoding. Thus, the video frames are not
processed by CPUs and CPUs are only responsible for few
simple management work. As the frequency threshold is also
0.65 GHz for the video play phase, the sweet frequency is set
to be 0.65 GHz as it yields the lowest power consumption.
For the video editing phase, we can see that a frequency
of 0.65 GHz can ensure a performance of 100 ms while a
frequency threshold is identified to be at 0.96 GHz. Thus,
setting the sweet frequency to be at 0.96 GHz can ensure
the desired performance while achieving a much lower power
consumption compared to the maximum frequency setting.
Summary: From the case studies, we obtain the answers
for the earlier questions that motivate the design of PIFA.
First, (potentially) for many real-world applications, there is an
application-specific frequency threshold (on a specific mobile
device). Second, setting the maximum CPU frequency often
yields significant power consumption and performance that
is unnecessarily high. Third, many real-world applications
have multiple execution phases due to various embedded
functionality, which often incur observably different resource
utilization profiles on CPUs, GPUs, and memory. This suggests that it may be possible to detect execution phases based
on the runtime resource utilization information. Fourth, it
may be judicious to set the sweet frequency for executing a
specific phase to be the maximum value between the frequency
threshold and the minimum frequency that achieves the the
desired performance for that phase. Intuitively, doing so can
ensure desired performance to be reached even if interference
on an application’s execution exists such as environmental
noise.
III. S YSTEM D ESIGN OF PIFA
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Fig. 2: Overview of PIFA
profiles an app to identify its number of phases and the
corresponding sweet frequency for each phase. PIFA also
trains a phase classifier based on the profiling data, which is
used later in the online analysis. In the online analysis, PIFA
schedules an app to execute in an idle CPU core whenever
possible, and intelligently adjusts the CPU frequency to the
sweet frequency based on which phase the app is in 2 . The
online analysis uses the classifier trained in the offline analysis
to identify phases during runtime. We next provide the details
of the offline and online analyses of PIFA.
A. Offline Multi-Phase Identification
Offline analysis aims to capture the major energy consumption patterns (phases) exhibited by an app and train a
phase classifier that can dynamically identify phases for online
analysis. Section II shows that resource utilization is strongly
correlated with the phases in apps. More specifically, given
two data points of resource utilization, if they are in different
phases, their values should be quite different, while their
values should be similar otherwise. Such data characteristics
can be precisely captured by using typical cluster analysis
methods such as K-Means [16], [18]. Thus, the offline analysis
profiles the app to collect its resource utilization, and leverages
the cluster analysis to identify the major phases. We describe
these two steps in details as follows.
Resource Utilization Profiling: Given an app, the offline
analysis runs the app and performs a series of automatic
interactions with the app to obtain its resource utilization at
different phases. In general, if an app is released with descriptions of its major functionality and corresponding functional
2 For most apps, the major functionality that is most valuable and perceptible
to users usually runs in a single thread (e.g., such as videos and games in the
UI thread), and thus PIFA focuses on optimizing the frequency value of the
core that runs the major functionality of an app.

Figure 2 shows the overview of PIFA. PIFA consists of
both offline and online analyses. In the offline analysis, PIFA
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tests, we can run these tests to exercise the major functionality
and profile its phases. However, apps released in App Stores
such as Google Play [3] may not come with functional tests,
and it is difficult to determine all the major functionality
from the app descriptions since these descriptions focus on
describing only the features that are attractive to users.
To explore apps’ functionality, we leverage DroidWalker [22], an app-exploration tool to automatically generate
the events for exposing behaviors of the app. DroidWalker
can systematically explore the app in a depth-first search
strategy by triggering UI events including clicking, keyboard
stroking, and scrolling. Compared with other state-of-the-art
Android testing tools, DroidWalker can achieve comparable or
even better code and activity coverages for Android apps. In
addition, for each explored location, DroidWalker generates a
test case that can be executed to reproduce the corresponding
app behaviors across different device models.
The reproducibility feature of DroidWalker makes it very
useful for identifying the sweet frequency for each phase,
which we will discuss later. We run every app using DroidWalker to systematically explore the apps’ behaviors. The
exploration continues until the activity coverage reported by
DroidWalker does not increase in 5 minutes (which is long
enough and expected to be reasonable in practice). Every app
is launched and explored for three times. In this way, we can
collect enough data points to obtain more accurate clustering
results.
At runtime, three types of resource-utilization data are
collected: CPU, GPU and memory. Based on the findings in
Section II, it is quite effective by applying clustering analysis
to identify phases. Note that for many cases it may not be
accurate enough to simply distinguish phases by using only
CPU utilization. It is common that two phases of an app
may have similar CPU utilizations but very different GPU and
memory utilizations. We thus use all three measures for phase
identification, which yields higher accuracy.

unsupervised learning algorithms can also be used instead of
K-means.
To obtain the optimal value of k, we apply K-means with
k = 1, 2, . . . , 6. We choose the k ranging from 1 to 6 because
based on our empirical observations, where the number of
phases is not larger than 6 for most Android apps. Such an
observation is also consistent with the previous report [21].
We compute the average error rate for every single value of
k and choose the value that achieves the lowest average error
rate. However, if two adjacent values of k are quite similar,
we choose the smaller value since phases with similar values
often have very similar sweet frequencies. Thus, for each k,
we also compute the delta for the error rate of k and k + 1.
If the delta is smaller than 0.05, then k should be chosen.
Since in this case, increasing the k value does not reduce the
error rate significantly but could result in more clusters, which
makes the analysis unnecessarily complicated.
The complexity of the clustering method is O(n ∗ k ∗ i),
where n is the number of input resource utilization data, k
is the number of clusters and i is the number of iterations.
Obviously, such complexity is prohibitively high for runtime
decision making, but is reasonable when running offline (e.g.,
< 5 seconds for a desktop to find clusters in our experiments).
The clustering analysis identifies k major phases of the
app. Based on the result, we label the data points with k
phases, and use the labelled data to train the classifier. In the
online analysis, we choose the distance-based classification as
it works better with the major phases identified using K-means.
For each phase, we choose the corresponding app behaviors
and use DroidWalker to reproduce them. At the same time, we
adjust the CPU frequency and measure the sweet frequency
using the preceding approach described in Section II.
B. Online Frequency Adjustment
The goal of the online analysis is to schedule the execution
of apps to CPU cores, and adjust their frequencies based on the
performance and resource utilization data collected at runtime.
Fig. 3 shows the overview of the online analysis of PIFA,
which consists of three main components: scheduler, phase
management, and feedback control. The scheduler component
is responsible for assigning an app to a CPU core according to
some criteria. The scheduling is performed whenever a core is
available and at least one app is waiting to be executed. The
phase management component collects the resource utilization
data and identifies which phase the app is running in. Based on
the phase, it assigns the sweet frequency to the corresponding
CPU core. The feedback controller component collects the
performance data and adjust the CPU frequency accordingly
if the performance deviates from the desired performance.
Scheduler Component: The scheduler component includes
two queues and one scheduler. Apps to be executed are put
into two different queues: Qf is for foreground apps and Qb is
for background apps. Whenever there are cores available, the
scheduler chooses an app from the queues to start. In Android
system, two foreground apps running concurrently are not
allowed. But several background services can run concurrently.

Cluster Analysis: To identify phases of the app, the offline
analysis applies the clustering analysis on the collected resource utilization data. With such clustering process, data
points with similar values are clustered together to form a
phase.
In general, an app has a few major phases and may contain
various minor phases. As most of the minor phases are
transient ones that exist for a short time, such phases are not
interesting for PIFA to use for saving energy. For the reason
of practicality, it is not desirable for the minor phases to add
too much complexity on the phase identification. Therefore,
we use K-means clustering algorithm, a type of unsupervised
learning algorithms whose k values can be configured to a
small number. This algorithm can cluster the resource utilization data into k (k is a small number) clusters {c1 , c2 , ..., ck }
for identifying major phases. It has been shown empirically
that the majority of apps have a few major clusters, while the
minor phases can be ignored. Thus, K-means with K being
a small number is suitable for our setting. Note that other
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Fig. 3: Overview of online analysis
Also, one foreground app and several background apps can
run concurrently. Thus, the scheduler component does not
schedule two foreground apps to start at the same time, and the
services are scheduled to execute if there are cores available.
If there is an app running at the foreground, the scheduler
checks Qb directly. If not, the priority is given to Qf ; if Qf
is empty, then Qb is checked.
Phase-Management Component: After assigning the app to
a CPU core, PIFA also decides the frequency at which the app
should run. Since an app may include multiple phases and each
phase has its own frequency, the phase-management component first identifies the phase that the app currently resides
in. To this end, the classifier trained in the offline analysis is
used to classify the resource-utilization data collected during
runtime. Based on the identified phase, the phase-management
component sets the CPU to the corresponding sweet frequency.
Algorithm 1 shows the detailed steps performed by the
phase management component. First the resource utilization
data is obtained through reading system profiling files (Line 1).
The phase classifier is then applied on the resource utilization
data (Line 2). The classifier classifies the resource utilization
data by computing the distances between the data and the
k centroids, and associating the data to the cluster with the
minimal distance. To tolerate potential background noise, we
consider that the phase has been changed if a new classification
result appeared at least Switch T reshold times in a row
(Lines 3-8).
Algorithm 1 Phase management Component

IV. S YSTEM I MPLEMENTATION
PIFA is implemented as a set of Android tests, a Java
program, a set of Android services that schedule execution and
manage phases. Root permissions are required to read/write
the system files of frequencies and power governors. The
implemented PIFA is full-automated and can be easily applied
by users, which is not device- and/or app-dependent but is
rather easily scalable to a large number of apps and devices.
The offline analysis of PIFA is implemented as a set of
automatically generated Android tests that interact with apps
to be executed and collect the profiling data. The machine
learning algorithm is implemented as a Java program based on
the library provided by Weka [14]. The output of the offline
analysis are the identified phases with their sweet frequencies
and sweet performances, and a classifier model file that can
be used for online classification. For each phase the sweet
frequencies and sweet performance take up 6 bytes (4 bytes
for frequency and 2 bytes for performance), and the size of
classifier model files ranges from 30KB to 50KB. Given that
most apps in the market range from 10-50M, it is very light
weight to embed model files in apps (<1% of the app binary
size). For a given app of a specific version and a given device
model, we need to perform the offline analysis only once, and
the output of the offline analysis can be attached as a part of
the app. As the model files are small and the offline analysis
is fully automated, PIFA can be applied to various device
models and easily generate model files through offline analysis
for them. Therefore, the offline analysis can be performed
by either developers or app markets, and the results can be
embedded in the app to be released in the app markets. In
other cases when the model files are not available for the
model of the target device, PIFA can automatically run the

(Ucpu , Ugpu , Umem ) = ReadSystemF iles()
Current P hase = Classif ier(Ucpu , Ugpu , Umem )
if Current P hase = Last P hase then
Count ← Count + 1;
else
Count ← 0
7: if Count > Switch T hreshold then
8:
F req ← Current P hase.F reqs
9: Last P hase ← Current P hase
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Feedback-Control Component: The phase-management
component enables PIFA to quickly and accurately identify
the sweet frequency for every phase. We further apply the
feedback-control component to deal with (often small) runtime performance deviations. The feedback-control component dynamically adjusts the CPU frequencies based on the
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offline analysis for the target model and generate the model
files.
The online analysis of PIFA is implemented as a set of
Android services and a timer thread. The apps to be executed
are first instrumented to report their execution status and
performance data as files in a specific folder. The scheduler
and feedback control components read these files periodically
for decision makings.

popular apps used all over the world (5,177,501 download
counts in Google play and 762 million monthly active users).
WeChat has over 600k lines of Java code and 607 distinguished
activities [33], representing the state-of-the-art complexity of
mobile apps. We believe that the apps used in the evaluation
exhibit sufficient practicality, complexity, and variety such
that PIFA’s effectiveness can be assessed in a comprehensive
manner.
After offline clustering, among the 18 apps, 7 apps are
multi-phase apps (5 two-phase apps and 2 three-phase apps)
and other apps are single-phase apps. For example, in the game
Replica Island, the actions in the launching/selection
UIs are mapped to one phase of menu manipulation, and the
touch/swipe/drag actions are mapped to another phase
of game play. In addition, we find that the more complex an
app is, the more phases are identified: WeChat and Mobike
(which provides bike-sharing services) are the two apps with
three phases. Take WeChat as an example. The general UI
actions such as chatting and searching are mapped to one
phase; scanning the QR code (which uses the camera to
capture QR images) is mapped to the second phase; reading
ads or news in the WebView (which involves browser kernels)
is mapped to the third phase.
Table I shows the CPU utilization for running each app under the maximum frequency 2.26GHz, and the sweet frequency
identified for each identified phase of each app. These sweet
frequencies are used for the online frequency adjustment.

App Instrumentation: To allow PIFA to take proper control
of apps, apps need to be instrumented to achieve two finedgrained controls: affinity setting and performance collecting.
For open-source apps, our instrumentation is done at the
source code. Since most Android apps on the market are not
open-source, we also provide techniques to directly instrument
app binaries (i.e., apk files). To instrument app binaries, we
leverage Soot [32], [9] to systematically convert Android’s
Dalvik bytecode into Jimple, perform code transformations
on Jimple, and then convert the Jimple representation back
to Dalvik bytecode.
V. E VALUATION
In our evaluations, we seek to answer the following research
questions:
• RQ1: How effective is PIFA in identifying the performance sweetspots (i.e., saving energy while maintaining
desired performance level)?
• RQ2: How efficient is PIFA in controlling apps to reach
the performance sweetspots (i.e., saving energy while
introducing low overhead)?
• RQ3: How does the phase management contribute to
the effectiveness of PIFA in identifying performance
sweetspots?
• RQ4: How could PIFA be generalized for different phone
models?

Comparison approaches: To demonstrate the effectiveness of
PIFA, we evaluate the performance and energy efficiency of six
methods: three CPU governors without PIFA and three CPU
governors with PIFA. A key novelty of PIFA is the synergistic
approach that synthesizes offline analysis and online analysis,
allowing high accuracy in phase identification and low runtime
overhead on DVFS adjustment. Prior work mostly focuses on
the separate consideration of either offline clustering or online
DVFS adjustment. To the best of our knowledge, no prior
work on either DVFS or clustering techniques can reach this
degree of automation and scalability, and thus we chose to
compare against native Android power governors. We choose
three representative CPU governors:
• Performance governor sets the CPU to the highest frequency and is more energy intensive.
• On-demand governor boosts the CPU frequency to the
highest frequency when a workload comes and decreases
the frequency gradually when the workload abates. It is
less energy intensive.
• Conservative governor promotes the CPU frequency
when a larger and more persistent workload is put on
CPU, saving more energy with possibilities for choppy
performance.
We also compare with PIFA without phase control, which
yields the similar performance as existing online DVFS analysis, because they share the same intuition. The results demonstrate the value of our synergy.

A. Evaluation Setup
Our evaluations are conducted on an Android smart
phone Nexus 5 with Qualcomm Snapdragon 808 CPU, 2GB
LPDDR3 memory, and 2700 mA battery. In total, 18 representative apps are used in the evaluations, including 13 popular
apps from Google Play (e.g., WeChat, Angry Birds), 2 opensource apps from open-source app market F-Droid [2], and
3 open-source apps from other online sources that provide
open-source Android apps. Specifically, we have 3 video apps
including KM Player, OpenGL Video, and VideoJohn; 3 game
apps including Angry Birds, Candy Crush, and Replica Island;
and 10 UI apps including RAR, Desk Clock, Note Pad,
CM Security, SD Card Cleaner, Cool Reader, Power Tutor,
ScaleView, Alogcat, DidI, WeChat, and Mobike.
We choose these representative apps based on their popularity. For the game apps, the download counts of Angry Birds
and Candy Crush are around 1,500,000, and the download
count for KM Player is around 200,000. The remaining apps
are all UI apps and many of them are used by thousands
of users. These apps fall in different categories and have
different complexities. Specifically, WeChat is one of the most

Energy Measurement: For each experiment, we use Droid-
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TABLE I: CPU utilization under the maximum frequency 2.26GHz and the sweet frequency
Angry Birds(AB): 4.73% / 0.96GHz
OpenGL Video(OV): 4.01% / 0.30GHz
Desk Clock(DC): 2.13% / 0.73GHz
Note Pad(NP): 0.82% / 0.30GHz
SDC Cleaner(SDC-P1): 0.30% / 0.96GHz
Power Tutor(PT): 4.17% / 0.30GHz
Alogcat(AC): 2.92% / 0.96GHz
WeChat(WC-P0): 0.82% / 0.96GHz
Mobike(MB-P0): 1.03% / 0.88GHz

Candy Crush(CC): 9.31% / 1.54GHz
KM Player(KM-P0): 8.73% / 0.30GHz
CM Security(CM-P0): 0.54% / 0.42GHz
RAR: 0.70% / 0.30GHz
KM Player(KM-P1): 0.30% / 0.30GHz
Video John(VJ-P0): 1.75% / 0.96GHz
Did I(DI): 0.73% / 1.03GHz
WeChat(WC-P1): 3.98% / 1.57GHz
Mobike(MB-P1): 2.81% / 0.96GHz

Walker to automatically generate events for an app, and use
a popular energy profiling tool trepn [6] to record the energy
consumed during each experiment. For energy consumption,
we compare the energy consumed only for running the specific
app under each method in the first experiment. Such a step
is done by using the measured energy consumption when
running the app under each method minus the measured
energy consumption when running a “dummy” app (which
does nothing) under the same method. We seek to evaluate how
much energy can be saved when running each app under PIFA
compared to using only Android CPU governors. We also
show the device-level energy saving by comparing methods
with PIFA and w/o PIFA (Section V-D). In all experiments,
the energy measured is the total system energy consumed by
all system components.

Replica Island(RI-P1): 5.17% / 0.65GHz
Video John(VJ-P1): 8.45% / 0.65GHz
CM Security(CM-P1): 8.73% / 0.73GHz
SDC Cleaner(SDC-P0): 0.15% / 0.65GHz
Cool Reader(CR): 0.41% / 0.30GHz
Replica Island(RI-P0): 0.07% / 0.30GHz
SubScale View(SV): 2.91% / 0.88GHz
WeChat(WC-P2): 2.64% / 1.26GHz
Mobike(MB-P2): 5.43% / 1.26GHz

video apps are even more significant. This can be explained
by jointly considering Fig. 4 and Table I together. As seen in
Table I, the sweet frequency identified for video apps is much
lower compared to the game apps. This is because the Android
phone used in our experiments has a dedicated frame-decoding
hardware. Thus, the video frame processing workload does not
utilize CPUs intensively. Due to such a low sweet frequency,
the energy saving for video apps becomes significant when
applying PIFA.
Second, PIFA is more effective in saving energy for game
and video apps and less effective in saving energy for UI apps
that incur rather low workload. As seen in Table I, the UI
app “Did I” incurs a CPU utilization of only 0.73% (since
the only thing app performs is to open up a text-based menu
description which is a highly optimized Android component).
Thus, even if PIFA can effectively reduce the CPU frequency,
the resulting energy saving may not be noticeable due to the
low CPU workload. Indeed, the absolute energy consumption
values for the “Alogcat”, “Did I”, and “ScaleView” UI apps
are merely 19.26J and 23.58J, 19.13J and 15.28J, and 16.72J
and 18.97J under PIFA and the original CPU governor (both
averaged among the three associated methods), respectively.
Also, due to the small workload incurred under such apps,
the interference caused by measurement or environmental
noise may become dominant. This explains why the PIFAbased approaches actually yields more energy consumption
for two apps, i.e., -33% and -55% for the “Did I” app
under PIFA+Performance and PIFA+Ondemand, respectively,
and -18% for the “Cool Reader” app under PIFA+Ondemand
(incurring a rather small CPU utilization of 0.41%).
Another interesting observation is that for the three game
apps and three video apps with FPS as the performance metric,
all six methods achieve similar performance as the specified
desired performance. The major reason is that for game and
video apps, developers usually maintain a constant FPS to
make the code easier for maintenance and save certain CPU
cycles. Thus, increasing CPU frequency cannot exceed the
performance threshold for these apps; while for the PIFAbased approaches, it demonstrates the accuracy of PIFA in
setting the sweet frequency to achieve the desired performance.
Summary for RQ1: In general, PIFA is effective in saving energy while maintaining desired performance levels by
accurately identifying the execution phase and setting the
corresponding sweet frequency for the apps. PIFA becomes

B. Overall Effectiveness
Fig. 4 shows the evaluation results using boxplot for the
18 evaluated apps under the six methods. For each subfigure, the y axis represents the performance metric and the x
axis represents the energy consumed under the corresponding
baseline approach (i.e., the original Android CPU governor
without applying PIFA). Moreover, the percentage above the
whisker of a box plot represents the percentage of the energy
savings PIFA combined with the corresponding CPU governor
achieves compared to the baseline CPU governor. The predefined desired performance is denoted by the dotted line in
each figure.
We obtain the following two major observations by analyzing the data shown in Fig. 4. First, for most game and
video apps, PIFA achieves performance close to the desired
performance or closely better performance while significantly
reducing energy consumption. The three methods associated
with PIFA achieve better but close performance to the desired
performance, and reduce energy consumption by 10% - 38%
(respectively, 40% - 71%) compared to the corresponding
baseline method for the three game apps (respective, the
three video apps); while the Android CPU governors often
achieves unnecessarily better performance while incurring a
significantly larger amount of energy consumption. For example, the performance governor yields an absolute energy
consumption of 231J for running “Candy Crush”; while “PIFA
+ Conservative” reduces energy consumption by 231J · 22%
= 50.82J for running the same app. The energy savings under
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Fig. 4: The Apps from left to right: Angry Birds, Candy Crush, Replica Island(Phase1), OpenGLVideo, KM Player
(Phase 0), Video John (Phase 1), Desk Clock, CM Security (Phase 0), CM Security (Phase 1), Note Pad, RAR, SD
Card Cleaner (Phase 0), SD Card Cleaner (Phase 1), KM Player (Phase 1), Cool Reader , Power Tutor, Video John
(Phase 0), Replica Island(Phase0), Alogcat, Did I, SubScale View, WeChat(Phase0-2), Mobike(Phase0-2). In the first
(respectively, second and third) rows of graphs, the performance governor (ondemand governor and conservative
governor) with and without applying PIFA are assumed. In the first (second) column of graphs, applications with the
FPS (response time) performance metric are assumed.
more effective for game or video apps that are more resourcedemanding and incur more workload, while being less effective for apps that incur rather low workload (e.g., UI apps).
Also note that PIFA is able to intelligently choose not to apply
frequency adjustment to the phases that incur low workload.
C. Overhead Incurred by PIFA
Table II shows the overhead incurred under PIFA for running each app. This overhead is defined to be the difference
between the total energy used for running an app under PIFA
and the total energy used for running the same app under
exactly the same setting but without PIFA. As seen in Table II,
14 apps incur a reasonably low overhead (less than 5%), and
4 apps (“Angry Birds”, “Candy Crush”, “KM Player” and
“Mobike”) incur higher overhead (around 6%). In particular,
for the complex app WeChat, the energy overhead is just
4.12%, indicating PIFA’s practicality for current apps.
Summary for RQ2: In general, the overhead brought by
PIFA is negligible, demonstrating the efficiency of the online

analysis based on the model files produced by the offline
analysis. Such results also demonstrate the advantage of our
synergy approach that integrates the offline phase learning
and discovery analysis and online phase identification and
frequency adjustment analysis.
D. Evaluation of Phase Management
To evaluate the efficacy of the phase management, we
compare two methods in this set of experiments, PIFAperformance and PIFA-performance without phase management, denoted by PIFA and “PIFA w/o Phase MGT”. As
PIFA w/o Phase MGT does not differentiate multiple phases,
for all the phases, we set an identical sweet frequency corresponding to the phase whose performance metric is FPS
(for those apps whose performance metrics are both FPS and
response time), or to the first identified phase (for those apps
whose performance metric is only response time). We evaluate
these two methods for the 7 multi-phases apps. In this set
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Fig. 5: Evaluation results of the phase control component. The x axis shows the specific phase of the multi-phase app
and its associated performance metric. For each phase of an app, two boxplots show the results under PIFA and
PIFA w/o Phase MGT, with the absolute consumed energy shown above the boxplot.
TABLE II: Overhead incurred under PIFA, shown in the format of energy overhead under PIFA / total energy under
PIFA (ratio of the overhead over total energy)
App Name
Overhead (J)
App Name
Overhead (J)
App Name
Overhead
App Name
Overhead (J)
App Name
Overhead (J)

ScaleView
≈ 0/74.20
Angry Birds
23.73/426.82 (5.56%)
VideoJohn
9.24/745.18 (1.24%)
Desk Clock
11.55/323.64 (3.57%)
WeChat
11.35/275.38 (4.12%)

Alogcat
≈ 0/111.70
Candy Crush
31.44/523.78 (6.00%)
Note Pad
15.06/344.53 (4.53%)
SD Card Cleaner
27.68/763.83 (3.62%)
Mobike
24.95/464.57 (5.37%)

of experiments, the energy consumption is the device-level
energy consumption measured when running the app under
each method. Results are shown in Fig. 5 (the organization of
which is explained in Fig. 5’s caption). Note that since each
tested phase either has an FPS metric or a response time metric
(e.g., KM-P0 has a FPS metric and KM-P1 has a response
time metric), we show both FPS (left y-axis) and response
time performance (right y-axis) in Fig. 5.

Did I
≈ 0/101.88
KM Player
29.90/454.08 (6.58%)
RAR
11.64/316.23 (3.68%)
Power Tutor
7.32/287.65 (2.55%)

OpenGL Video
12.87/367.95 (3.50%)
ReplicaIsland
30.52/686.73 (4.45%)
Cool Reader
14.48/350.80 (4.13%)
CM Security
19.85/616.40 (3.22%)

frequency set by PIFA w/o Phase MGT, and thus consumes
more energy. On the other hand, PIFA w/o Phase MGT simply
sets a single frequency for all phases, saving more energy but
causing performance violations.
Summary for RQ3: In general, PIFA is able to achieve
better performance and energy efficiency than PIFA w/o Phase
MGT. In some cases, PIFA w/o Phase MGT may cause
performance violations due to lack of knowledge of the phases,
but PIFA could guarantee stable performance with slightly
more consumed energy.

As seen in Fig. 5, the phase management component is quite
effective w.r.t. both performance and energy consumption.
With this component, PIFA is able to accurately identify the
execution phases, and set the frequency at runtime according
to the sweet frequency learned offline for the corresponding
phase. Additionally, PIFA often yields a performance close to
or better than the desired performance while incurring close or
less energy consumption than PIFA w/o Phase MGT which often yields a performance worse than the desired performance.
For example, for the phase 0 of SD Card Cleaner app, PIFA
yields a less energy consumption in phase 0 (410J) while
achieving a performance better than the desired performance;
whereas PIFA w/o Phase MGT yields a performance often
worse than the desired performance. For the phase 1 of SD
Card Cleaner app, PIFA actually yields a slightly higher energy
consumption (12J more). This is because in this case, PIFA
clearly yields a performance much better than PIFA w/o Phase
MGT, whose performance is 16.1% deviated from the desired
performance. This result implies that for certain phases, PIFA
sets a more accurate sweet frequency that is higher than the

E. Generalization to Other Device Models
We choose Nexus 6 (2.7GHz CPU and 3G memory) and
Samsung S4 (1.6GHz CPU and 2G memory) as two alternative
phone models to evaluate the generalization of PIFA. We use
WeChat and Mobike for the experiment as both of them have
three phases. First, we collect the test cases generated by
DroidWalker by exploring the apps on Nexus 5. These test
cases are used in the experiments for RQ1. We then run these
test cases on Nexus 6 and Samsung S4, perform the offline
clustering, and derive the sweet frequency for these two phone
models. The results show that WeChat and Mobike are still
clustered into three phases on both of the phone models and
the sweet frequency for each phase is the same with Nexus
5. Finally, we evaluate the energy saving brought by PIFA
by comparing PIFA with the on-demand governor, which is
less energy intensive. Table III shows the results. We can see
that PIFA saves energy on all the three phone models, but
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TABLE III: Energy saving on different phone models
Model
Nexus 5
Nexus 6
Samsung S4

Phase 0 (J)
12 (13%)
25 (16%)
2 (12%)

Phase 1 (J)
39 (30%)
163 (57%)
11 (21%)

WeChat
Phase 2 (J)
43 (35%)
35 (16%)
1 (5%)

Total (J)
94
223
14

Average (J)
31.33
74.33
4.67

Phase 0 (J)
39 (33%)
13 (14%)
7 (34%)

Phase 1 (J)
49 (36%)
62 (38%)
10 (39%)

MoBike
Phase 2 (J)
10 (8%)
41 (22%)
4 (19%)

Total (J)
98
116
21

Average (J)
32.67
38.67
7

the amount of saved energy is different due to the different
device configurations, such as screen size, CPU, and memory.
Compared to the saving on Nexus 5, for WeChat, PIFA saves
more energy on Nexus 6 in Phase 1 and less energy on S4
in Phase 3; for Mobike, PIFA saves more energy on S4 in all
phases.
Summary for RQ4: PIFA can be easily generalized for
different phone models. Since DroidWalker can replay the
test cases across phone models, the test cases generated by
DroidWalker on one phone model can be applied on other
phone models. Based on the execution results of these test
cases, PIFA can automatically infer the phases and sweet
frequencies, and achieves energy savings for the apps on these
phone models.

Energy-efficient computing for mobile devices. Due to the
limited energy capacity of mobile devices, many energyefficient techniques have been proposed to explore various
features of mobile computing. In [29], an online optimization
algorithm was proposed to address the tradeoff between energy
and transmission delay using Lyapunov optimization framework. B. Anand et al. presented an algorithm that achieved
the energy-saving objective by using adaptive thresholds to
apply different Gamma values to images with different bright
levels [7]. In [8], [21], several automatic techniques were
proposed to detect behaviors that consume abnormally high
system energy. A mobility prediction-based algorithm for
smartphone was introduced to improve the energy efficiency
of daily location monitoring [11].

F. Evaluation Summary and Discussions

Different from these works, PIFA addresses two key challenges of (i) fully automatically and accurately identifying
different execution phases of an app, and (ii) efficiently integrating the phase identification results for runtime frequency
adjustment, through a synergy approach that integrates the
offline phase learning and discovery analysis and online phase
identification and frequency adjustment analysis.

Our evaluations using real-world Android apps demonstrate
that PIFA dramatically reduces energy consumption (e.g., >
30% energy reduction for most apps) and incurs rather small
runtime overhead (e.g., < 5% overhead for most apps). In
addition, PIFA achieves closely better performance than the
desired performance specified for each phase. We should
mention that PIFA depends on DroidWalker to explore app
behaviors. Although the activity coverage of DroidWalker is
much larger than the state-of-the-art Monkey for the evaluated
apps (16% in the median case), there are still some behaviors
of the apps that cannot be exposed by DroidWalker, e.g., those
triggered by system events. As a result, the identified phases
may not cover certain functionality of the app. To mitigate this
issue, developers can provide their own UI test cases, written
in Android user interfaces tests [1] or Robotium [4]. Combining the generated test cases of DroidWalker and the developerwritten test cases can produce a more comprehensive test suite
to cover more behaviors of apps, and thus make the models
learned by the offline analysis achieve higher precision in
identifying energy phases of the apps.
VI. R ELATED W ORK

CPU-GPU cooperative management. Recently, many researchers coordinate CPU and GPU which are integrated in
one platform to seek more tradeoff space between energy
and performance. Usually the CPU-GPU cooperative power
management techniques merely target at the case when both
CPU and GPU are heavily used, such as 3D games [27], [17],
[26]. Different from these works, we are minimizing systemwide energy consumption for running a wide range of apps.
We focus more on making the CPU frequency adjustment fully
automated and intelligent, and combine offline analysis and
online frequency scheduling to develop an application-stateful
mobile power management framework.
Tradeoff between QoS and energy. Much work has been
conducted to explore the tradeoff between QoS and energy. Y.
Zhu et al. proposed a event-based scheduling mechanism for
energy-efficient QoS in mobile web applications [35], [34].
Their optimizations define a unified DVFS setting, which is
appropriate for only mobile web apps but not for mobile apps
with multiple phases, such as video apps. Mishra et al. proposed a probabilistic graphical model-based approach which
can minimizing energy under performance constraints [25].
They model the energy consumption of PC application as
functions and use the functions to predict energy consumption
during runtime. However, mobile apps have different energy
consumption patterns as they have different components (e.g.,
sensors and touch screen). Thus, their functions cannot be
directly applied to mobile apps. Unlike their approach, our

DVFS schemes. DVFS is an important power management
technique that has been widely studied for improving energy
efficiency in mobile devices. Existing DVFS algorithms mainly
focus on the trade-off between the energy and real-time
properties [30], [19], [23], [20]. For example, Pouwelse. et al.
and Hamers et al. proposed several mechanisms to provide just
enough computing capacity for decoding video frames [28],
[15]. In [10], Chang et al. proposed a DVFS scheme to scale
the CPU frequency based on a pre-defined resource usage
model. Gu et al. proposed a DVFS scheme based on the
feedback control theory that adjusted CPU frequency using
a workload prediction model [13].
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approach leverages machine learning to identify energy consumption patterns as phases, which do not require specific
models and has been shown to be effective for mobile apps.
VII. C ONCLUSION
PIFA, an intelligent phase identification and frequency
adjustment framework for energy-efficient and time-sensitive
mobile computing, is presented. PIFA aims at improving energy efficiency of mobile computing while satisfying desirable
latency performance required by various phases of an app.
PIFA addresses two major challenges of accurately identifying
different execution phases of an application and efficiently integrating the phase identification results for runtime frequency
adjustment. Extensive experiments prove that PIFA dramatically reduces energy consumption while satisfying desired
performance requirements with small runtime overhead.
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